ABSTRACT. Let E X and p F X be bundles of Banacn spaces, where X is a compact Hausdorff space, and let V be a Banach space. Let r(t) denote the space of sections of the bundle t. We obtain two representations of integral operators T r() V in terms of measures. The first generalizes a recent result of P. Saab, the second generalizes a theorem of Grothendieck. We also study integral operators T: r(t) r(t,) which are C(X)-linear. A bounded operator T V W between Banach spaces is called an integral operator (in the sense of Grothendieck) if there is a bounded linear functional on the inductive tensor product VW* such that d(z(R)y*) y*(T(r)) for all re V and y*e W*. The integral operator T" V--.
INTRODUCTION.
A bounded operator T V W between Banach spaces is called an integral operator (in the sense of Grothendieck) if there is a bounded linear functional on the inductive tensor product VW* such that d(z(R)y*) y*(T(r)) for all re V and y*e W*. The integral operator T" V--.
W carries a norm IITII int _<IITII which is the norm of the functional r T e (V (R) W*)* where rT(r(R)y* y*(T(z)). In this paper, we study integral operators T r() W, where E X is a Banach bundle and the base space X is compact Hausdorff. In Section 3, we obtain two representations of such operators by means of measures. The first of these is described in Theorem 3, which generalizes a result of P. Saab [1] for integral operators on C(X, V), the space of continuous functions from X to a Banach space V. (Of course, C(X, V) r(x), when :r is the trivial bundle whose fiber space is X x V with its product topology.) The second representation occurs as a corollary to Theorem 4, which itself generalizes a theorem of Grothendieck [2] . Finally, in Section 4, we study integral operators T r() r() which are C(X)-linear, where and p are Banach bundles with base space X.
In this paper, the base space X of a Banach bundle :E-X is always assumed to be compact and Hausdorff. The reader is referred to Kitchen and Robbins [3] for details about the canonical bundle x E X of a Banach module M over C(X) and the PROOF. The compactness of follows rather easily from the compactness of X and of B(r(,)*)). (Seda [4] 
for all r(=), where J V V** is the natural embedding.
PROOF. Suppose that there is a measure E M(S, V**) the space of regular, V**-valued Borel measures on , for which (,) holds. We will show that T is an integral operator.
Since the space M(g, V**) of all regular Borel V**-valued measures on which are of bounded variation is isometrically isomorphic to the space of integral operators from C(S) to V** ', it follows that if # M(, V**)is such that (,) holds, then the operator " C($) V** defined by T(g)= g g dp,forgC(g), is an integral operator. Thus, if r() C(g) denotes the natural embedding 
Since belongs to the dual space of C()V* _C(,V*), there is a unique measure eM(, V**) such that for all g e C() and v* e V*,
where (,,*,#) is the C-valued Borel measure such that
for every Borel subset of g (where J" is the natural embedding of V* into V***). We must now
show that
Thus,
In the special case when F(r) C(X, V) for a Banach space V, g is thc product space X x B(V*), and we recover Saab's result. The effect is to reduce the space on which the measures lives to be as small as possible, and the result may find its relevance in the fact (see e.g. Behrends [8] ) that every Banach space is isometrically isomorphic to a space of sections over its center.
Our next result generalizes a result of Grothendieck [2] to Banach bundles; our proof is similar to that of Diestel and Uhl [7] for the special case of continuous bilinear maps from the iductive tensor V W of Banach spaces V and W to C. THEOREM 4. Let r E X be a Banach bundle, and let be its compact carrier space.
Let V be a Banach space, and give B(V*) its compact weak-, topology. A bilinear functional on FOr) x V defines a member of (F(t)V)* iff there exists a regular Borel measure v on I x B(V*) such that
for all F(=) and y V. In this case the norm of as a member of (F(x) V)* is the variation lal(* B(V*)) of .
PROOF. Suppose that extends to an element (which we will also denote by ,) in (r(t)V)*. We let I" I'(r)-C(,)andi" V C(B(V*)) be the natural isometries. Thus, {I(a)}(l,p) y(a(p)) and {i(v*)}(v)= v*(v) for all a e F(=), y V, (I, p) g and y* B(V*). Now, the tensor product map (R) 
for all ,er(=) and veV*. 
for all a e r0r), v V, (f, p) e ,, and v* B(V*). for all a e r(,) and y* e V*. PROOF. Because T I'() V is an integral operator, the continuous bilinear functional on r()x V* defined by (a, y*) y*(T(a)) determines a bounded linear functional on F(,r)V*, so the theorem guarantees the existence of a Borel measure u on g x B(V**) with the required properties. 13130 
THE SPACE OF INTEGRAL C(X)-MODULE OPERATOP AS A C(X)-MODULE.
We turn now to the study of the space of integral operators T between sections spaces of Banach bundles which also have the property that T is a C(X)-module homomorphism. That is if E X and p F X are bundles, then T r() r(p) will satisfy the equation (aT)(a) a. W(a) T(aa) for each a e C(X) and. e r(,).. LEMMA ft. Let = E X be a Banach bundle, and let V be a Banach space. The space M can be made into a C(X)-module which is C(X)-locally convex. If " G X is the canonica! bundle for M, then for each p e X, the stalk Gp -l(p) can be identified with Moreover, if evp r(t) -Ep is evaluation at p and id V V is the identity map, then evp (R) ld r(t)V EpV is a quotient map whose kernel is IpM={ am" me M, ae C(X), and a(p) 0}.
PROOF. Given a e C(X), we let ua: r()--, r() be pointwise multiplication by a. The tensor product of ga with id V V then yields a bounded linear operator holds for all a C(X), a r(), and ! V. But
, o(,, (R) f). Hence, M and r(.g 1V) are isomorphic as C(X)-modules. Since r(. 1V) is C(X)-locally convex (because of identification of C(X) with C(X x {1}) ), M is C(X)-locally convex 
{O(m))(p)
Thus, if r(t) and f V, Observe now that if a C(X) * F(t), and f (Fp)*, then 
Since is bounded, this identity shows that Tp is an integral operator. [3[3[3 Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, let C c_ X be closed, and let C {a q C(X) a(C) 0}. Let for each V v. If F(r) is the section space of the Banach bundle E X, then lim V a a for each a e Icr0r). It is known (see e.g. Gierz [10] ) that for each closed C c_ X, Icr(r) is an M-ideal in r(x), i.e. there is an L'-projection PC" r(r)* (ICr(x))_l_ c_ r(r)*. In particular, for p e X, there is an L-projection Pl r(r)*-(Ipr(,)).1_ _ (Ep)* c_ r()*. We note that for e r(r)* 4 e (Ipr()) j-if and only if a4 a(p)4 for each a e C(X). The next lemmas let us reach these L-prjectins P I as weak-, limits via approximate identities. Let T, T' M, a e Ip, and let > 0^b e given. We may choose an element E %(R)y r(.)r(p)* such that ll -I and such that lit + T'II < E (v:, (T + aT')(%) )I +.
Let {iv} be an approximate identity for Ip. In much the same fashion as above, it may be shown that if V is a Banach space and E X is a Banach bundle, then the space M Int(V, r()) of integral operators from V to rt) is a C(X)-module. The fiber over p of the canonical bundle for M then turns out to be e' , T. This is analogous to the result in Gierz [11] , regarding compact maps from V to r(x). ACKNOWLEDGMENT. The authors wish to thank the referee for several valuable sugges, .ons, including an improvement in the proof of Theorem 3.
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